
Welcome to the

„Physics of planetary systems“!



Sprache
Language



Three parts of the course

•Part I.       Detection and properties (~observations)  
(lectures by Artie Hatzes)

•Part II.      Formation and evolution (~theory)                             
(lectures by Alexander Krivov)

•Exercises to both parts
(by Torsten Löhne)



Subject



Subject

• Is formation of planets a typical by-product of star formation?
• What are the main phases of planet formation?
• Which physics governs each phase?
• How about subsequent evolution?
• What are the expected properties of planetary systems?
• Can we explain the properties of the solar system?
• Can we explain diversity of planetary systems?
• Are there planetary systems similar to ours?
• If yes, is the solar system typical of exceptional?
• Are there earth-like planets around other stars?
• Are there habitable planets elsewhere?

...



Prerequisites

Ø “Introduction to Astronomy” (or equivalent)
Ø Interest
Ø Patience



Website

www.astro.uni-jena.de/~krivov/lecturing/planetensysteme/planetensysteme.html

http://www.astro.uni-jena.de/~krivov/lecturing/planetensysteme/planetensysteme.html


Literature



Formalities

ØMSc and future teachers (“Lehramt”):
• Admission to exam: Lecture attendance & exercises (>30%) 
• Exam: Written
• Re-take exam: Oral
• Outcome: 8 ECTS

ØPhD students:
• This lecture course can be taken as a supplementary subject

ØOthers:
• Certificate of participation upon request



Lecture 1. 

Historical overview



§1. From antiquity to 
Copernicus



Antique theory #1

Raphael‘s fresco „School of Athens“ (fragment)

The world is unique,
geocentric, unchanged

There cannot be
more worlds than one.
Aristotle (384-322 BC)



Antique theory #2

Worlds are plural, diverse, changing…
Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus, Lukretius,…

Epicurus (341–270 BC)

In some worlds there is no Sun and Moon,
in others they are larger than in our world,
and in others more numerous. In some parts
there are more worlds, in others fewer…
in some parts they are rising, in others falling.
There are some worlds devoid of living
creatures or plants or any moisture.
Democritus (ca. 460-370BC)



Medieval theories

Aristotle‘s work rediscovered
in Europe in 13th century
Roger Bacon (1214-1297) at Oxford

Also Democritus‘ idea of the plurality
of worlds revived
William of Ockham (1280-1347)

A long period of hot debates until
Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543).
His heliocentric system was received
as supporting the plurality of planets
and their systems in the Universe

Nicolaus Copernicus
(1473-1543)



Astronomers got the system to explain:
the Sun and several planets revolving it

Summary



§2. Buffon, Kant, Laplace



Buffon

A giant comet hit the Sun
in the past

The impact ejected a cloud
of material, from which then
planets formed

George-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon (1707-1788)



Kant

A „nebula“ (Urnebel), a cloud of dust
and meteorites, existed

The nebula was flattened by rotation

The particles hit each other,
lost energy,
concentrated to the center,
and built the Sun

Planets formed from denser clouds
that orbited the center

Immanuel Kant (1724-1804)

„Give me matter and I will 
construct a world out of it“



Laplace

Formation of planets from a
„hydrodynamical continuum“

Solar atmosphere extends in 
form of a disk over the whole system

Rings of material separate from
the solar surface

The rings cool down
and form planets

Pierre-Simon Laplace (1749-1827)



Astronomers got the first
qualitatively correct theory:

the solar nebula

Summary



§3. Theories of the
20th century



Maxwell

Constructed a strict mathematical
theory to describe a disk/ring of solid
particles orbiting a primary: ring as
differentially-rotating, viscous fluid, 
stability criteria, formation of clumps…

With this, not only he explained
some key features of Saturn‘s rings, 
but also laid down groundwork
for future solar system formation
theories!

James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879)



Back to Buffon?…

Excavation of solar/stellar matter during
an encounter with another star
(Chamberlin, Moulton, Jeans, 1905-1917)

Capture of interstellar matter with the aid of
the Milky Way center (Schmidt, 1944), 
magnetic field (Alfven, 1950s), …

Difficulties:
- hard to get „right“ amount of material
- hard to explain the same sense of

Sun‘s rotation and revolution of
planets

Otto Schmidt  (1891-1956)

Catastrophic and capture theories



Standard scenario:
„smooth“ growth

- Dynamical, thermal, chemical
evolution of a disk of gas and
solids

- Successfully makes terrestrial
planets

- Timescale problem with gas
planets

Alternative scenario:
gravitational instability

- Rapid formation of gas planets

Nebular theory revisited:  Safronov (1950s-60s)

Victor Safronov
(1917-1999)



An interstellar cloud collapses & flattens to
form a protosun and a gas disk around it

Solids in the disk sediment to the plane.
They collide and grow from mm (dust) to
km (planetesimals). Gas-driven dynamics

Planetesimals grow to Mm (planetary
embryos). Gravity-dominated dynamics

Embryos accrete gas and form gas giants

Planetesimals on the periphery are
preserved as the Kuiper belt

Remaining gas and closer-in planetesimals
removed from the disk.  Oort cloud forms

Formation of terrestrial planets close-in

The standard scenario of planet formation

Imp
orta

nt!



NASA/Spitzer





Astronomers got theories
that fully involved known physical laws

and successfully explained
salient features of the solar system

Summary



§4. Observational 
revolution of 1990s



I. Discovery of extrasolar planets (1995)

Using radial velocity method, first planets have been discovered
around other Sun-like stars

G. Marcy

Michel Mayor and Didier Queloz



McCaughrean et al. 1996

II. Images of protoplanetary disks (1992)



III. Discovery of the Kuiper belt (1992)

Gerard Kuiper  
(1905-1973)

Kenneth Edgeworth
(1880-1972)

The prediction already made in 1949-1951…



Dave Jewitt 

Jane Luu 

Discovery images (1992)

III. Discovery of the Kuiper belt (1992)



• The solar system is much larger than thought before
• Some KBOs  (e.g. Eris) are larger than Pluto
• KBOs are „fossils“ from early stages

III. Discovery of the Kuiper belt (1992)



Vis              NIR              FIR           sub-mm

~1 Gyr age

~10 Myr age

b Pic

e Eri

a PsA

a Lyr

AU Mic
Infrarad excesses
(the Vega 
phenomenon) 

Direct images
of debris disks

IV. Discovery of debris disks (1984)

Acke et al. (2012)



From observations,
astronomers found strong support

to their theory of the Solar System formation,
and also got other planetary systems to study!

Summary



§5. Observations
and theory 

in the 21st century



Direct imaging of planets
Bruce MacIntosh et al. (2013)

A dozen of “super-Jupiters” have been imaged
around other stars directly



Transits and “Kepler”

Using transit method, the “Kepler” space mission discovered
thousands of planets and multiplanet systems around other stars



Solar System versus
extrasolar planetary systems

(~5000 planets
discovered to date)

Diversity of planetary systems

…

Saturn

Jupiter
…

Sun

hot Jupiters
and

super-Earths

Planets in       
eccentric orbits

Supermassive planets in large orbits



Planetary migration to explain hot Jupiters

Philip Armitage (Colorado)

Predicted already in 1980s
(Goldreich, Tremaine, Ward, Lin,…),
and not received enough attention,
but is now reinforced!

Protoplanet interacts with the
gaseous portion of the disk, which
results in its (usually, inward) 
migration

Successfully explains „hot Jupiters“



Alan Boss (Washington, D.C.)

Disk instability to explain distant giants



Christoph Mordasini (Bern)

Population synthesis



Concentration of 
“pebbles” in some 
zones of the disk, 
followed by their local 
gravitational collapse, 
leading to rapid 
formation of big 
planetesimals

Anders Johansen (Copenhagen)

Solving an old problem, the “meter barrier”



The Solar System formed in 
a more compact configuration

Giant planets then migrated 
to their present position,
as a result of interaction
with the planetesimal disk

Rodney Gomes,  Alessandro Morbidelli et al. (Nice)

The Nice model  of Solar System formation



It is even more interesting
than we thought!

Summary



So, how do planetary systems form 
and evolve?

A detailed answer in
12 lectures to follow…


